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1. Introduction
What is the National AAROM meeting?
The annual National AAROM Meeting was inspired by the Indigenous Program Review (IPR) Phase One report that was released by the National
Indigenous Fisheries Institute in May 2018. The report highlighted:
-

The significant capacity built by AAROM departments, and that there are further opportunities to grow the network and diversify
activities/services.
The need to support networking between AAROM departments so as to share information, advance collaboration and promote the
network.

The IPR also set a new standard for collaboration between Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) and Indigenous groups, and from the start, it was
important that the National AAROM Meeting be co-designed and co-delivered with AAROM departments. To this end,
a joint Steering Committee was established in September 2018 and current members include:
-

Angie Gillis, The Confederacy of Mainland Mi’kmaq (CMM)
Catherine Lambert Koizumi, Mi'gmaq Maliseet Aboriginal Fisheries Management
Association (MMAFMA)
Deana Machin, First Nation Fisheries Council (FNFC) of British Columbia
Diane Giroux, Akaitcho Territory Government (ATG)
Erika Perrier, Fisheries and Oceans (DFO)
Ken Paul, Assembly of First Nations (AFN)
Randy Angus, Mi’kmaq Confederacy of Prince Edward Island (MCPEI)
Robert Grodecki, North Coast Skeena First Nation Stewardship Society (NCSFNSS)
Steven Purvis, Fisheries and Oceans (DFO)

The purpose of the National AAROM Meeting is to bring together technical Directors of
AAROM departments, along with DFO, for an action-oriented and operationally focused
meeting to help further enhance the network of AAROM departments across Canada. The
key objectives for the second annual National AAROM Meeting were to:
-

The Steering Committee is guided by an interim Terms
of Reference with the following key responsibilities:
1. Co-develop and co-deliver the National AAROM meeting.
2. High-level oversight of event planning and budget.
3. Share subject matter expertise in the design of the
meeting topics and sessions.
4. Participate in bi-weekly conference calls and two inperson meetings.
5. Help guide discussions and provide clarifications during
the National AAROM Meeting.
6. Select a different AAROM department to hosts the
National AAROM meeting each year.
7. Develop and review meeting materials, both internal and
external, in advance to ensure timely circulation to
meeting participants.
8. Select a meeting facilitator(s).
9. Review and provide feedback on the final report.

Co-develop a network of technical Directors of AAROM departments.
Co-develop solutions to help improve and enhance AAROM department’s day to day operations.
Provide update on DFO’s ongoing implementation of Actions from the Indigenous Program Review.

Discussions and feedback received at each National AAROM Meeting will also inform the objectives and design of future meetings.
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Second Annual National AAROM Meeting
This report provides a summary of the second annual National AAROM Meeting, which was hosted by the
Mi’kmaq Confederacy of PEI (MCPEI), November 19 - 21, 2019 in Charlottetown, PEI.
The meeting’s agenda and presentations were co-designed and co-delivered by the Steering Committee
and informed by the recommendations from the inaugural National AAROM Meeting, hosted by the
Okanagan Nation Alliance, February 4 - 6, 2019, in Kelowna, British Columbia. In designing the agenda
and developing each session, the Steering Committee sought to promote practical and technical
discussions that would support the development of models, tools and solutions that would support
individual AAROM departments and their continued capacity development, as well as support ongoing
renewal of the AAROM program.
Discussions and insights shared at the meeting were captured through detailed meeting notes, table
discussion flipcharts and facilitator summaries, graphic recording and the results of Mentimeter polling
software. Based on feedback from last year, six Indigenous youth note takers attended the meeting: Katie
Jordan, MCPEI; Martin Simon, Cheyenne MacDonald, Carrie Michael, Winter Sack and Hannah Martin, all
of CMM-MCG.

Our Host
The Mi'kmaq Confederacy of PEI (the
Confederacy) is the common forum and united
voice advancing Treaty and Aboriginal rights for
the Lennox Island and Abegweit First Nations.
The Confederacy is a Tribal Council that
provides advisory services to member First
Nations Councils in five key areas: band
governance; community planning; financial;
economic development; and technical services.
As well, the Confederacy serves as a provincial
forum for the Lennox Island and Abegweit First
Nations on political and policy issues.

All insights shared were synthesized to create this report with recommendations noted throughout the
report. The full agenda and all meeting documents are available online (see Appendix A for links).
The Steering Committee will review all information and use it to guide ongoing work, including planning
for the third annual National AAROM Meeting. DFO will also use this information to further guide the AAROM program renewal and ongoing
collaboration with AAROM departments.
Reconciliation
Issues tied to reconciliation were raised, discussed and heard throughout this process – from the early planning stages through to the
discussions held in Charlottetown and it will continue to inform future meetings. The importance of reconciliation between DFO and Indigenous
peoples and organizations was clearly noted. At the same time, the Steering Committee sought to respect the fact that different AAROM
departments have different roles and responsibilities when it come to reconciliation. Similarly, the AAROM program itself can only appropriately
and meaningfully support certain aspects of reconciliation. The Steering Committee continues to support a balanced approach that respects the
broader context of reconciliation (which involves dialogue and processes that go well beyond what is possible at the National AAROM meeting)
and supports direct and practical steps forward that can further develop and strengthen the relationship between AARROM departments and
the AAROM program, as well as DFO as a whole. Moving forward, steps will also be taken to ensure that Directors of AAROM departments are
kept aware and informed of the actions DFO is taking to work towards reconciliation with Indigenous peoples.
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2. Hatchery Visit and Meet-and-Greet
The meeting began with a visit to the Abegweit Biodiversity and Enhancement Hatchery (http://abegweithatchery.ca). This hatchery, launched in
2012, raises Indigenous fish species to restock Prince Edward Island (PEI) rivers. It is PEI’s only hatchery that has a restocking program and it
operates under the Abegweit First Nation Fisheries and Natural Resources program.
A primary goal of the Abegweit Biodiversity and Enhancement Hatchery is to enhance the PEI’s recreational fishery; its work also plays an
educational role to ensure that the younger generations are aware of the importance of the PEI fishery. The important work of the hatchery
stems from a critical element of Mi’kmaq culture – the obligation to give back to the environment.
Feedback from participants was very positive and recognized the work being done in PEI is interesting and inspiring.
An informal Meet-and-Greet was also held during the evening where participants were able to network. Evaluative feedback showed some liked
the informal nature of this time, while others would have preferred some facilitation. A large AAROM network map was provided with
completed fact sheets. The fact sheets are available on the portable drive provided to participants.

Recommendations:
Continue to provide an opportunity for a local site visit to visit and a meet and greet to foster networking.
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3. Opening Prayer and Welcoming Remarks
The opening prayer was provided by Junior Peter Paul of Abegweit First Nation. Elder Junior thanked the Creator, sang the Mi’kmaq Honour
Song and formally welcomed all to the conference in PEI.
Councillor Cheryl Bernard gave opening remarks and words of welcome. The Councillor spoke of AAROM working for a sustainable future and
highlighted how the fisheries are Abegweit First Nation’s largest employer. The Councillor noted how,
through AAROM, the Mi’kmaq can build capacity and recognize the natural environment; AAROMs are
If we want the water to sustain
building Indigenous resource management capacity and supporting our forefathers’ stewardship. In
us, we have to respect it.
closing, she wished us success and reminded us that if we want the water to sustain us, we have to
respect it.
Welcoming remarks were then made by Randy Angus, Director of Integrated Resource Management at the MCPEI and Steering Committee CoChair and Robert Lamirande, the Director General of the Indigenous Affairs and Reconciliation Directorate at DFO. Randy welcomed everyone to
Charlottetown and Robert outlined all that was accomplished in the past nine months since the last meeting in Kelowna, which included the
conclusion of the Indigenous Program Review (IPR), followed by the release of DFO’s Action Plan responding to IPR’s 141 recommendations and
setting out the path forward to renew all of DFO’s Indigenous programs over the coming years.
Using Mentimeter, meeting participants were also asked to share their expectations for the meeting.
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4. AAROM Program Update and DFO Report Back
Steven Purvis (DFO) provided an update on the AAROM program and its renewal and set the context for sessions, discussions and planned
activities scheduled over the two days, specifically, the AAROM Fund, AAROM Capacity Assessment and AAROM Marketing and Partnership
Toolkit. Time was also given for an open Q & A session.
During the update, it was noted that while some new AAROM funding is available, the needs and opportunities for AAROM departments far
exceed the available funding, requiring a more strategic approach, which was presented through four main objectives:
1. To develop and maintain robust AAROM departments (core platform/capacity);
2. Fund, improve and diversify project activities funded by AAROM;
3. Support a strong network of AAROM departments (including sharing and developing capacity as well as growing co-development, codesign, co-delivery capacity); and,
4. Promote access to other funding.
DFO reported that implementation of funding enhancements is well underway with final amendments being completed. These are permanent
increases, with no reduction in historical funding. In response to feedback received in Kelowna, the $2 million in funding enhancements covers
100% of watershed and technical/advisory AAROM departments. DFO recognized that there is not enough funding to fully address historical
inequities; however, the approach taken began closing the gaps between AAROM departments and strengthening the network overall with the
majority of funding being used to support staff costs.
DFO briefly touched on the AAROM Fund, noting that the day-2 session on the AAROM Fund (see summary below) will build on discussions in
Kelowna and seek further input on the fund’s design including funding priorities, criteria for assessing proposals, and key considerations for
establishing a joint application review committee. It was also clarified that the fund has its own budget and is not drawing from funding for
enhancements or existing core budgets.
Since Kelowna, DFO received and has approved three new Expression of Interest (EOI) from Indigenous organizations seeking to become new
entrants to the AAROM program. Currently, they are moving through the Capacity Development and Planning phase, which will be followed by
the submission of a strategic plan and review before they become an AAROM department.
During the Q & A period, participants stressed the need for an increased level of co-development, co-design, and co-delivery in the AAROM
program. DFO responded that the co-, co-, co- process is continuing to ramp up and will require multiple channels and forums to renew and
grow the AAROM program. The National AAROM Meeting is only one piece in the overall approach to ensuring open and ongoing
communication and collaboration on technical and program issues between AAROM departments and with DFO. We may not always agree but
progress can be made to reach shared objectives and over time, the co-, co-, co- journey will expand and intensify. Doing a better job identifying
and explaining this path forward was seen as an area for improvement and could be accomplished through the development of a strategic plan.
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Recommendations:
Various recommendations were brought forward, for both DFO and AAROM departments, to continue to build the capacity of AAROMs, ensure
program fairness and equity, and build tools to help improve planning and ongoing communications, including:
-

-

Develop a multiyear plan to set out and communicate key actions and priorities for the further development of the AAROM program and
the capacity of AAROM departments and the AAROM network (i.e., a roadmap forward).
Develop tools, including a marketing strategy to promote the strength of the AAROM program to other sectors within DFO and other
federal departments looking for ways to engage with Indigenous organizations. DFO to support outreach and development of
relationships.
Develop tools and a communication strategy to promote the strength of the AAROM program to Chiefs and communities.
Continue to share what other AAROMs are working on.

5. Indigenous Knowledges and Ways of Knowing
Hearing from our Elders and Knowledge Keepers: Elder Kerry Prosper, Paqtnkek Mi’kmaw Nation, Mrs. Celine Marlowe and
translator Ms. Terri Enzoe, Lutsel K’e Dene First Nation and Knowledge-Keeper Clifford Paul, Membertou First Nation.
Presenters responded to the following question: Can you speak to the importance of Indigenous Knowledge for our communities and how can we
use it in our fisheries and aquatic resource management activities? The Elders and Knowledge keepers provided guidance and insights on the
path forward, including:








Need to teach youth Indigenous ways and Traditional Knowledge, as well as roles and responsibilities in work such as AAROM. Respect
for the land and water must be learned.
Sharing and teaching Indigenous languages is connected to this work. Through language youth understand our relationship to and
respect for the land and one another.
We have to teach youth how to survive, identify best practices, celebrate success. Elder-youth teaching is key. Home plus school plus
Elders will teach how we live off the land and how we live at home.
Our youth dance in two worlds to move freely – within walls they learn how to read, write and do arithmetic; outside of the classroom
they learn traditional dance, stories, songs, language and activities. Through being in nature and learning to live on the land, they will
see the trends in the natural world and learn respect for land and water.
Elders provide perspective. Whatever we do is damage control for the last 500 years.
With youth, you need to focus on activities that are of interest to them. Netukulimk, a concept where I am responsible to watch over,
protect, take back, earth, water, air and fire – the 4 elements – and take only what I need.
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Important to use two sets of toolboxes—Indigenous and Western knowledge—through two-eyed seeing (Elder Albert Marshall, Eskasoni
First Nation). Both have equal merit and strength.
We are losing the meaning of Traditional Knowledge because of tick-box approaches.
Indigenous cultures have ancient wisdom that enabled them to survive through hard times (floods, ice age and so on). This wisdom is
embedded in stories passed down through the generations. These need to be shared with everyone that lives here.
Signing on to a Treaty needs to consider creating a livelihood for each of us. This is our shared future.
We have to restore ecosystems and consider ecosystem collaboration – we have to mirror what the ecosystems teach us and not get
caught up in our silos. We have to increase our communication.
Management of resources and decline of species is important. Seems Traditional Knowledge is not valued in this work, although it
should be at the forefront of species and ecosystem recovery efforts.
The wilderness and thus the life in it, is not the same as in the past. Climate change is affecting everything, even the weather.
Our models are different. The corporate shareholder model has a man in front with no feelings, no empathy, no knowledge and does not
take responsibility.
We have to accept a more modest quality of life in order to take fewer resources from the earth.

6. Best Practices: How AAROM Departments are Integrating Indigenous Knowledge in Aquatic
Resource and Oceans Management
Working in small groups, participants discussed insights from the panel, what’s working, what’s challenging in integrating Indigenous Knowledge
(IK) within their organizations and potential opportunities to address these challenges.
What’s working?
-

Funding to support the work
Good to see IK as a valuable asset
When used to explain outliers in science or to confirm knowledge
Incorporation in science tables and to advisors on fisheries management
Methodologies:
o Involving Elders, bringing Elders and Knowledge-Holders together with protocols, building true and trusted relationships
o Land-based learning and immersion experiences, which includes environmental monitoring via ‘eyes and ears’ programs
o Including a strong education component in the work, focus on conservation, stewardship and sustainability, Netukulimk
o Database to identify gaps
o Language as a way to understand IK, integrating language (not always a direct translation)
o Strong internal governance structures (e.g. Advisory committees)
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o
o
o
o

Approval and collection of IK (e.g. Mi’kmaw Ethics Watch, Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) experts collecting data to
ensure consistencies, confidentiality, and preferred methods respected)
Analysis and sharing of IK: Ownership stays in the community, including universities, and community engagement
Opportunities to share best practices in IK (e.g. forums)
Guardians (Example of integrating IK through employment)

What’s challenging?
-

-

-

-

-

What's challenging about integrating Indigenous Knowledge in our work?

Hard to define Traditional Knowledge (TK), the
worldview/IK of each Nation is different, hard to get
everyone to agree.
Lack of understanding of IK in Government, such as:
o sensitivity of IK, not valued (falls on deaf ears)
o silos not designed to integrate IK
o desire only for quantitative IK, identifying
indicators of environmental wellness
o vastness of knowledge, taking an ecosystem
approach (often limited to a species), holistic,
can’t be compartmentalized
Lack of clarity on what is sharing and what is consultation
Variance in language translation between the two
systems and the recognition of and respect for the
variance in methodologies in reaching a common solution
Youth engagement and running immersion programs
Climate change makes monitoring a challenge, recalibrate
TK with climate change
Loss/distractions: knowledge is slipping away, loss of
Elders and knowledge-keepers, loss of language,
convincing knowledge holders their knowledge is valuable
Lack of resources
Collection, storage, management: Data sharing protocols, proper storage, privacy, legitimacy, access, intellectual property
Joint decision-making
Linking the two types of knowledge
Tourism is leaving a mess
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Recommendations
Through both the table discussions and share back several recommendations were made, including:
-

Increase the number of opportunities for AAROM Directors to exchange protocols and practical approaches in protecting, sharing and
integrating IK (e.g. National AAROM Meeting, Regional AAROM Director meetings etc.).
Provide more opportunities for youth/Elder exchanges (e.g. a youth forum, continue to include youth in the National AAROM Meetings with
Elders and/or as note takers etc.).
Identify available technology and training needed in the collection, storage, and sharing of IK.
Establish a working group to specifically tackle barriers of integration (ensure it is inclusive of knowledge holders, youth, social and western
scientists).

There were also several recommendations for targeted funding for IK activities. This can contribute to the development of priority funding
streams under the new AAROM Fund. These priority areas or activities included:
-

Developing an IK speaker series, videos, books and/or reports
Developing IK frameworks (recognize local needs and different stages of collecting and using IK that can create challenges when developing
a framework)
Use the AAROM Fund to create a road map on protocols for information sharing, to develop an IK information storage and retrieval system
and to strengthen IK governance systems
Develop a Science and/or Policy symposiums to discuss the incorporation of IK into systems. Focus on higher-level collaboration beyond the
regional level and across sectors
Provide more on the land experiences
Pilot of a scientific research project that is co-developed, managed and executed by a western scientist and knowledge holder to identify the
strengths and weaknesses of integrating Indigenous knowledge.
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7. AAROM Human Resources: Recruitment, Retention, and Succession Planning
A presentation on the role of the Human Resources (HR) working group and HR survey was provided by the chair, Robert Grodecki. The working
group was comprised of Howie Wright (ONA), Shayla Lawrence (ONA), and Annie Johnson (UINR).
Recruitment
During table discussion, participants shared what is working and what is challenging for AAROM department’s in the recruitment of Indigenous
biologists, technicians and managers. They also identified elements and best practices that assist them in recruiting staff, which were:
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-

Focus on work-life balance, including additional leave days (i.e. cultural days, flexible summer working hours etc.)
Some employees want to work for an Indigenous organization
Mentorship programs
Participating in school’s career week (high school and post-secondary) helps recruit people in the field and reach out to the youth before
they finish school
Summer student programs

They also identified elements that are challenging in recruiting staff, which were:
- Lack of awareness of AAROM departments
- Hiring community members is more meaningful, but need to find ways to provide training
- Inflation rates for isolated communities
- Lack of funding for succession planning. It is hard to replace people who have been working 30+ years
- Some employees see working for Indigenous organizations as a steppingstone
- People move around more than before in their careers and work (i.e. no longer normal to stay with the same company)
Participants were then asked to do a walk-about to different flipcharts asking them to share best practices for the recruitment, retention,
succession planning, the development of pay scales and training needs. Below highlights the input received during the session:
Succession planning, recruitment and retention
- Strategic plans, including recruitment plans
- Internal mentorship programs
- Clear HR policies and procedures, including job descriptions, orientation binders, require 3 months notice before retirement, exit
interviews
- Build the staffing pool: University bridging programs, database of potential and skilled candidates, youth outreach and employment
programs, partnerships with educational institutes and with other organizations/federal departments
- Promote this message: Youth are the future stewards/leaders to engage and ownership
- Offer competitive salaries, train staff, provide benefits, isolation pay, childcare and transportation support, pensions and benefits
- Conduct workplace culture reviews
- Conduct total compensation reviews
- Knowledge transfer prior to retirement
- Marketing the AAROM organizations and the jobs available
- Work within the communities; hire community members.
Best practices: Pay scale development
- Good job descriptions
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-

Rank job descriptions based on responsibility for managing people and funds
Set pay scales using national data: survey, National Occupational Classification (NOC) Codes, DFO/Public Service Alliance of Canada (PSAC)
classifications, AFOA standardized pay scale, National Wage Survey
Provide room for growth

Training and development suggestions
- On the job training (e.g. acting positions)
- Formal training and development programs (e.g. Leadership training, Soft Skills training)
- Mentoring, job shadowing
Recommendations
A key recommendation that crosscuts recruitment, retention and succession planning is the need to identify short- and long-term actions to
address human resource management needs in AAROM departments. It was suggested that in the short-term the following tools could be
developed to assist AAROM Directors with their human resource management needs, such as a human resources toolkit that includes template
job descriptions, links to various resource sites, a framework for mentorship, internships, and training of Indigenous biologists and technicians,
and a database of qualified Indigenous applicants. This can also be used to help connect AAROM departments with Education Directors from their
respective Nations and/or communities to identify post-secondary student pursuing education in a related field.
Based on discussions, there is a need to continue with a revised AAROM Human Resources working group that can continue to work on the
recommendations, such as the preliminary development of human resource database that includes links to various resources available to AAROM
departments.
The discussion also highlighted potential priority funding streams or projects for the AAROM fund, which included:
-

Develop a strategy to promote science studies amongst Indigenous youth
Develop Two-Eyed Seeing accreditation with Indigenous educators
Engagement and analysis to build a case for transfer of federal DFO/AAROM resources to Indigenous control
Develop a course including basic safety training for AAROM staff
Develop a marketing strategy focused on showcasing AAROM departments as an employer of choice
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8. Youth Reflections
Hannah Martin spoke on behalf of the youth note-takers. Through their discussions, they shared the following insights.
-

Importance of inter-generational knowledge transition to youth from Elders/Knowledge Keepers.
AAROM must reflect ecosystems, not silos, learning from each others’ work / expertise.
AAROMs must be guided by Indigenous Knowledge.
Traditional Knowledge is missing from policies. Incorporating it to achieve/aspire towards Two-Eyed seeing.
Need Indigenous Knowledge protocols to achieve incorporating Indigenous Knowledge in these policies and processes. “Without a road map
we can’t go anywhere.” Randy Angus, MCPEI.
- As youth we want to emphasize importance of language and language
revitalization. Without this, we lose our knowledge – language is descriptive
and helps us to know what it means to be Indigenous and knowledge of lands
guiding us today; Celine did not have a word for climate change. We know
there are English words our Elders don’t know - we know them all too well - It
brings us back to importance of going back to our languages, to have our
Elders explain those words to us. Without language we lose our knowledge.
We need to formalize language learning to increase language speakers;
revitalize our language and what it means to be Indigenous today.
- Indigenous education must be immersive, must live it, breathe it, eat it and it
must embody Two-Eyed Seeing; aspire toward 7 generational
teaching/bringing more youth here.

Traditional Knowledge is a good thing to teach youth
– where would our future be without it?

Recommendations:
Session organizers appreciated the participation of the youth note takers and recommended this be included in future meetings.
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9. Indigenous Procurement
Angie Gillis chaired the Indigenous procurement working group, which was comprised of Stu Barnes (Skeena FC), Melissa Nevin (APC), and Jim
Lane (NTC). She provided an overview of the working group’s discussions, including survey results. Her presentation focused on how her AAROM
department built on capacity within the community and noted that a primary benefit of promoting procurement services is enabling AAROMs to
generate profits and fund community projects, staffing, training and so on without depending on government funding. The presentation also
highlighted key themes required to develop Indigenous procurement, which are:
•AAROM
website
•Logos
•Social media

•Educate and inform on
services, identify new services
•Clients in other levels of
government

Branding

Relationships

New Business

Reputation

•Establish
•Build &
maintain
•Increase access
to
opportunities

•Deliver, follow through
•Become recognized as a good
contractor

Group discussion and sharing
Of the AAROMs present, 50% (12) were part of a larger organization and 50% (12) were independent organizations.
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Participants also identified the top two factors, which were time and capacity, that limit their ability to take part in procurement activities.

Participants (23) considered the following as potential skills and services to offer.
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Following the presentation, participants shared challenges and starting points to becoming an Indigenous contractor, which were:
-

Capacity: Staff, appropriate structure for service delivery and accountability, insurance, bilingual requirements, criminal record checks,
business plan, etc.
Partnerships: Need to know what the technical capacity of other AAROM departments
Marketing: Identify service gaps, marketing and communication tools
Traditional Knowledge: Ensure it is incorporated from the beginning and funded properly

Overall, participants have an interest in building on procurement of services to develop own source revenue; however, as with other areas, AAROM
departments are at different stages of development, which means their starting points will vary.
Recommendations:
-

-

Key recommendations and outcomes that came out of the Indigenous procurement session were:
Develop a step-by-step guide and provide support to build capacity and train staff to manage an AAROM procurement program (individual
AAROMs or partners). Include how to get on the procurement list, a database of opportunities, sample business plans, tax rules, marketing
materials etc.
Share procurement learnings in a central place and ensure mentoring and support
DFO to promote AAROM departments to ‘family’ departments (e.g. Environment Canada, Natural Resources Canada, Parks Canada etc.)
Continue to develop AAROM website with AAROM profile pages to help increase knowledge amongst AAROM departments of their
capacity across the network

10. AAROM Capacity Assessment & Development Tool
In 2018-19, DFO Evaluations performed a mandated five-year review of the AAROM and Aboriginal Fisheries Strategy (AFS) program. This was
coordinated with the ongoing IPR so as to compliment and not replicate or disrupt the National Indigenous Fisheries Institute’s work. In March
2019, the evaluation report was published, and its finding and recommendations aligned with those made by the IPR. Specifically, it highlighted
the requirement to develop a definition of capacity and ways to measure it within both programs.
The session’s purpose was to have an initial discussion on what elements can begin to help define capacity of AAROM departments and how to
measure capacity development over time. It was noted that these are very early days and that no decision has been made around the form or
level of ambition for defining or measuring capacity. There is also the option of starting out with just basic definitions and measures and then
possibly building on these in the future. DFO wants to work with AAROM departments to identify best practices that can inform the development
of the tool and be shared with others. It was highlighted that this model and tool will not result in any decreases to existing funding levels.
After the presentation there were several questions around the rational and methodologies moving forward. Comments and guidance provided
during the Q&A included:
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-

-

Some AAROMs have completed capacity assessments already and can provide advice from these processes, such as:
o Looking beyond AAROMs to community capacity
o Their internal review was meaningful as it provided areas for improvement areas of success and led to a strategic plan.
Relationships between communities and DFO important for capacity
Worldviews are different (market-driven versus eco-centric). Assessment is moving us backwards.
Assessments are difficult as there are things, we may not want to share with DFO. Uncertainty if this can be done in a standard way.
Need to align our efforts to have realistic goals.
Capacity assessment should not be tied to funding levels.
What is DFO doing to meet the needs AAROMs have been identifying and assess their own capacity in this way (such as the importance of
TK, relationship-development, the need for positions on the ground)?

Group discussion and sharing
For initial discussion, participants were asked what broad elements would contribute to the definition of capacity and possible ways to measure
this for AAROM departments. The following categories are these initial elements as shared by participants and themed by the facilitator and
Steering Committee.
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Starting points for capacity development: Focus areas for success as AAROMs
Human Resources
- Number of staff and trained professionals (e.g. management,
accounting, biologists, technicians, geomatician)
- Employee satisfaction
- Multi-year employment opportunities; 5-year agreements for
employees
- Human Resource policies, including salary chart
Governance
- Clear vision for the organization with support from the
communities and DFO
- Effective and competent Board of Directors (BOD)
- Annual Strategic Planning (external and internal)
Funding / Resources
- Adequate, multi-year (long-term), secure, and timely funding
(Timely Contribution Agreements)
- Funds for Elder engagement
- Adequate operational funding
- Assets: equipment (e.g. trucks, boats, survey instruments),
fuel, storage, sufficient office space, access to garage and
warehouses
- Indigenous procurement and business development
Co-co-co space
- DFO Capacity Assessment Tool
- Important to identify one common definition of ‘capacity
development’ to ensure we are speaking a common language

Communications
- Funded communications strategy
- Internal communications and engagement:
projects/portfolios/departments, community engagement
mechanisms and way to meet community requirements
Indigenous Knowledge/Traditional Ecological Knowledge
- TEK capacity
- Knowledge-keeper and Elders engagement
- Integrated IK and modern sciences
- Identifying new species and species at risk
Relationships
- Annual DFO evaluation mechanism
- Responsiveness: Measure speed of finalizing work plans
(annually)
- Assessment of DFO relationship
- External communications and partnerships: Other AAROMs,
networking and transparency between government and
AAROM priorities (Joint Planning, AAROM Planning), other
partners
Transformation (devolution)
- AAROM no longer needed, Bands have their own “DFO”
- Indigenous community has all the capacity it needs
- Fully meeting community needs
- DFO Implementation – need to demonstrate through action
that there is a will to do it by the Department.

Recommendations
During the session we received feedback from participants on next steps to help outline a path forward to developing a capacity assessment and
development models and tools that can be used both by DFO and AAROM departments, which included:
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-

If DFO is to lead, ensure it is co-developed and co-implemented and ensure that it benefits both parties.
Ensure ongoing communication, with DFO to report back to AAROMs early in 2020 with an outline of next steps by mapping out the targets
and expectations in a timely manner.
DFO also needs to assess its own capacity to recognize and acknowledge the importance of Indigenous Knowledge and cultural sensitivity.

Therefore, the proposed approach moving forward is to create a small working group to identify the scope and next steps for developing a capacity
assessment and development model and tools, including the feasibility of the tool sitting with an independent organization.
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11. AAROM Fund Design
This session built on the National AAROM Meeting in Kelowna, 2019. DFO
provided an overview of key concerns and considerations raised in
Kelowna about the AAROM Fund (formerly AAROM Project Fund) as
there was a mixed reaction to the initial concept.

There will never be enough money to meet everyone’s needs
and requirements. We have to find creative ways to grow and
expand your presence.

Steven Purvis (DFO) provided an overview of the AAROM Fund’s basic
elements, which includes $2,5 million to serve as a catalyst for growth in
AAROM departments. It will be an application-based process for single or
multi-year projects. Details have yet to be decided on and the session was seeking input from participants on the funds design.

DFO is planning to launch the request for proposal (RFP) process in January 2020. Based on feedback received in Kelowna, it was highlighted that
the process needs to be consistent and sensitive to regional and area circumstances; therefore, it can support a spectrum of activities. The
process can also be adjusted and improved over time. The idea is to use the funds and have a fair, non-competitive process for AAROM
departments to access the funding and undertake projects that support on-going capacity development and collaboration.
Q&A
Participant echoed concerns raised in Kelowna pertaining to the fund creating competition between AAROM departments, increased
administrative burden, the idea that only high capacity AAROM departments will benefit, and that some proposals may not benefit all AAROMs.
DFO highlighted that the AAROM Fund is additional funding, over and above the funding for core enhancements. It was acknowledged that
concerns raised are real risks but ones that can be mitigated through effective fund design and management, including annual check-ins on
results.

AAROM Fund design recommendations:
-

Call this an AAROM Project Fund or an Innovation Fund
Seek ways to use the fund to ensure smaller organizations do not lose out
Do not limit this to projects that benefits all groups
Set a cap on how much you can apply for ($50 - $100k). Based on this, groups can apply for what they want and can amalgamate to identify
shared larger scale projects
Tiered process: small scale projects and multi-year partnership proposals
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Participants provided several options for potential topics/priority areas:
Human Resources
- Human resources and succession planning
- Technical training in environmental areas
Governance
- Governance enhancements and models
- Data governance: collection and storage protocols
Communications
- Community engagement to identify priorities
- Marketing, branding, promotions
- Best practices and resource sharing portal

Indigenous Knowledge/Traditional Ecological Knowledge
- IK, remuneration for knowledge-keepers
Relationships/Collaboration
- Building relationships
- Regional collaboration meetings to identify and create multi-year
project plans
- Regional workshops on key topics, such regional fishery priorities
- Collaborations on science initiatives; Watershed area planning
- Regional project with biologist to answer common questions
North
- Considerations for the North

Participants also provided potential criteria, which included:
-

Benefits overall network and/or benefits at regional level
Provides funds/matched dollars for multi-partner, multi-year project
Innovative
Tiered process
Aligns with community priority

Recommendations
A key recommendation throughout the meeting and the session is the need for regional meetings in-between National AAROM Meetings. This is
important to maintain dialogue on key files, such as the AAROM Fund. Moving forward, it is recommended that DFO works with regional colleagues
to support regional meetings and regularly present on the ongoing development and seek further guidance on the AAROM Fund’s.
Based on feedback, the AAROM Fund, is now called the “AAROM Innovation and Collaboration Fund”. Participants provided feedback on the
application process, stating it should be kept simple. For example, included an Expression of Interest and have funding provided via an amendment
to existing AAROM contribution agreements. In early 2020, DFO will provide an update on the next steps for the fund (e.g., possible soft launch
focusing on short-term projects, such as IK capacity, and outline next steps for further co-design). During future meetings, it is advised that a
short, medium, long term approach structure it taken to determining priorities.
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12. AAROM Marketing & Partnership Toolkit
The Mi'gmaq Maliseet Aboriginal Fisheries Management Association (MMAFMA) is the host of the new AAROM website. Catherine Lambert
Koizumi, the Executive Director of MMAFMA, with Erika Perrier (DFO) presented the preliminary draft French version of the web-based platform’s
design and content. This preliminary platform was based on recommendations provided at the meeting in Kelowna and the AAROM Directors
survey distributed in summer of 2019. They were seeking feedback from AAROM Directors on potential next steps and asked that all AAROMs
provide information for their profiles, as well as new photos in high resolution. The website will include an English platform and will be circulated
to AAROM Directors once it is complete for review. It was highlighted that an incremental approach is being taken for the ongoing development
of the website, based on advice from the Steering Committee and the meeting in Kelowna, to ensure all content is vetted.
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Over the coming months, the web developer is continuing to work and upload content onto the website. There is also the potential to develop a
password protected portal for only AAROMs to access information, including toolkits for human resource management, procurement, internal
templates and other internal information.
Recommendations
Overall, participants seemed satisfied with the approach taken to date on the development of the AAROM website. A participant recommended
that the website includes google metrics to monitor site visits, favourite sites, SEOs etc. are monitored and reports provided.

13. Immediate Next Steps
During the meeting, DFO provided an overview of some immediate next steps that would be following the 2 nd Annual National AAROM meeting,
which included:
-

DFO will report back by early 2020 on next steps for the AAROM Fund (i.e. AAROM Innovation and Collaboration Fund)
Steering Committee will meet and review the meeting outcomes (e.g., raw data, suggested actions, etc.), to develop the final report
Steering Committee will issue a call for interest in participating in the Steering Committee or various ad hoc working groups
Steering Committee to begin planning for the 3rd Annual National AAROM Meeting, including announcing the next location
DFO will continue to engage participants on the Capacity Assessment project in early 2020, including a call out for those interested in
participating in a small working group
DFO and MAFMMA will provide an update on the website and production schedule
Steering Committee will identify priority areas for ‘deeper dives’ (e.g., Indigenous procurement, communication and marketing strategies,
and human resources)
Steering Committee will prioritize recommendations and provide updates on progress as appropriate

Meeting participants were asked: What is one immediate next step to move us farther forward? And they answered:
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14. Elder Reflections and Closing Prayer
Celine Marlowe spoke on behalf of the group. She thanked everyone for the opportunity to attend. She observed all of the notes and words of
work ahead and she encouraged the organizers to include more youth at the next meeting and welcomed all participants to visit her community.
Mathilda Knockwood-Snache, Lennox Island First Nation provide the closing prayer.
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Appendix A: Useful Links
1st Annual National AAROM Meeting Materials: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1gO0ocRVWxzPWENu6SWkCaw3_Y-P46-9l?usp=sharing
2nd Annual National AAROM Meeting Materials: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1byXkPkoaCjdM1_-FbOLOwAOatDarSUVB?usp=sharing
Action Plan for the Renewal and Expansion of DFO’s Indigenous Programs: https://dfo-mpo.gc.ca/fisheries-peches/aboriginal-autochtones/actionplan-action/index-eng.html
Evaluation of Aboriginal Programs: Aboriginal Fisheries Strategy (AFS) and Aboriginal Aquatic Resource and Oceans Management (AAROM)
https://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/ae-ve/evaluations/18-19/AP-Evaluation-eng.html
National Indigenous Fisheries Institute (2019) Indigenous Program Review
Phase 1 Report (May 2018): Atlantic Integrated Commercial Fisheries Initiative, Pacific Integrated Commercial Fisheries Initiative,
Aboriginal
Aquatic
Resource
and
Oceans
Management
Program:
https://indigenousfisheries.ca/en/wpcontent/uploads/2018/05/Indigenous-Program-Review_Final-Report-Phase-One_FINAL-4-2.pdf
Phase 2 Report (May 2019): Aboriginal Fisheries Strategy Program, Aboriginal Fishery
http://indigenousfisheries.ca/en/wpcontent/uploads/reports/Institute_Indigenous%20Program%20Review_Phase%20Two%20Final%20Report.pdf

Guardian

Program:

Abegweit Biodiversity and Enhancement Hatchery http://abegweithatchery.ca/
Mi’kmaq Confederacy of Prince Edward Island http://mcpei.ca/
Shelley Denny, UINR, was recognized for her work of using her knowledge of science to prove Traditional Knowledge in Unama’ki
https://www.uinr.ca/people/shelley-denny/

